2"x 8" DRESSED HARD WOOD TIMBER COPING
VANISHED FINISH @ THE TOP

6" BLOCKS WALL
1" THICK PLYWOOD VANISHED FINISHED COUNTER

JUDGE'S PLATFORM

SEE DETAIL @ 'S'
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ELEVATION OF PLATFORM

6" BLOCKS WALL FROM FLOOR

PLAN OF JUDGE'S PLATFORM
(CIRCUIT COURT ROOM)
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6" BLOCKS WALL

3/4" HARD WOOD TIMBER T&G
VANISHED FINISH AROUND THE PLATFORM

6" BLOCKS WALL

8" COPING
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6" BLOCKS WALL

6" BLOCKS WALL

2"x 8" DRESSED HARD WOOD TIMBER COPING
VANISHED FINISH @ THE TOP OF PLATFORM

DETAIL @ 'S'